Clinical and pathological features of the giant, invasive basal cell carcinoma of the scalp.
The giant, invasive basal cell carcinoma of the scalp is a rare clinical form of this tumor that appears on the skin, but may spread to some of the following structures: soft tissues of the scalp, bones, meninges, and the brain. In literature, so far, it is known as the GBCC. It is caused by aggressive BCC subtypes. We will present here a research of clinical and pathological features of 47 pathological specimens in 31 patients where the following features were examined: the dimension of the tumor, the dimension of the tissue segment, tumor area, segmentation area, resection margin width, microscopic resection margin status, tumor invasion level, and the outcome. We have concluded that microscopic resection margin dimensions from 1 to 10 mm are safe and that relapse occurrences in giant, invasive BCCs of the scalp depend on microscopic resection margin dimensions, resection margin status, tumor invasion levels, risky occupation, and risky behavior of the patient.